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Ph.D. Geog : 101 Research Methodology in Geography (5 credits)  

Unit- I : Introduction to research in geography : Geographic Research – Procedure of Scientific research – Deductive and Inductive approach, Geography as Spatial Science- concepts and models in geography, evolution of contemporary geographic thoughts and concepts, logical and scientific thinking in geography, systems approach in geography and overview of recent research trends in geography.  

Unit - II : Research methodology in geography : Defining of the research problem, purpose and Hypothesis, Literature Review Process, types of literature material – understanding major trends, patterns and gaps in literature, research design – research question and appropriate methods, acquisition of research data and sampling – different sources of data and methods of data collection, survey research, Questionaire design and experimental studies and techniques in Geography – processing and analysis of data.  

Unit – III : Writing of Research Report : Format and arrangement of the text, presentation of data and results, references  

Books :  
3. Mishra, H.N. and Sing, V.P. (1998)- research Methodology in Geography, Rawat Publication  

Ph. D. Geog : 102 Advances in Geography – I (5 credits)  

Climatology : Climatology & Meteorology, Basic principles of climatology, atmosphere, stability & instability of atmosphere, climatic classification, cyclones, anticyclones ,Climate change, Monsoons, weather hazards and techniques in climatology.
Geomorphology: Paradigms in Geomorphology, concepts, Approaches and modes in Geomorphology and techniques in Geomorphology

Ph. D Geog: 103: Advances in Geography – II (5 credits)
Economic Geography: Pre capitalist world, the rise and spread of capitalism, resources and Development, Globalizations, theories and strategies of development
Agricultural regionalization, Agricultural Productivity, Land use surveys, Land classification, models in Agricultural Geography, food security, Transport Network models, Industrial location
Theories of industries

Ph. D Geog: 104: Comprehensive Exam
Students registered in a Ph.D program must complete the course work within 6 months of beginning the program, the candidate’s supervisory committee will examine the students’ knowledge in the area(s) of Geography related to the student’s research. Students will submit a comprehensive research proposal which will form the basis for the oral examination. This course will be handled by Guide/ Supervisor of the student. Concerned teacher will assign topics for review and seminar other than the topic of Ph. D. Student will have to submit the review and seminar write-up to HOD/ Coordinatore which will be assessed by expert. This will be followed by presentation and will be assessed by group of teachers.